An AI-based system for gene recognition in Drosophila DNA sequences wos designed and implemented. The system consists of two main modules, one for coding ezon recognition and one for single gene model construction. The ezon recognition module finds a coding exon by recognition of its splice junctions (or translation start) and coding potential. The core of this module i s o set of neural networks which evaluate an ezon candidate for the possibility of being a true coding exon using the "recognized" splice junction (or translation start) and coding signals. The recognition process consists of jour steps: generation of on exon candidate pool, elimination of improbable candidates using heuristic rules, candidate evaluation by trained neural networks, and candidate cluster resolution and final exon prediction, The gene model construction module takes os input the clustered ezon candidates and builds a "best" possible single gene model using an efficient dynamic programming algorithm.
Introduction
Recognition of biologically relevant features in genomic sequences, such as coding regions, splice junctions and promoters, remains one of the major challenges of genome projects. With a number of sequencing projects planning sequencing rates of several megabases per year, the demands on effective computational technology for genomic feature recognition can be expected to increase dramatically. Though the performance of feature recognition systems and methods is currently limited, this basic approach may soon be the only one capable of providing analysis at a rate compatible with the worldwide sequencing throughput.
This paper describes an AI-based system for locating coding exons (in the following, we simply call them e to m ) and building gene models in DNA sequences from Drosophila melanogaster. The system is developed using the general framework of the GRAIL gene recognition system [2, 51 developed at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, which was originally designed to recognize human genes. GRAIL finds an exon by recognizing its coding potential and its boundaries (splice junctions, translation start or stop codon). It achieves this by considering discrete exon candidates instead of a continuous coding probability function. An exon candidate is a translationally open region that is bounded by a putative acceptor junction (or translation start) and a putative donor junction (or a stop codon), and has an inherent reading frame. Each candidate is evaluated for coding potential using a window tailored to the region covered by the candidate, and its boundaries are evaluated for the possibility of being splice junctions or translation start. Using the "recognized" splice junction (or translation start) and coding signals, an exon candidate is scored for its degree of correctness as a true exon. By considering discrete candidates instead of using fixed-size sliding windows, as commonly used in coding region recognition systems, GRAIL'S performance on exon recognition is almost exon size-independent 151.
GRAIL constructs a single "best" gene model in a specified DNA region using the scored exon candidates. A gene model can be considered as a series of non-overlapping exon candidates such that the adjacent exon candidates are reading-frame compatible with each other. GRAIL builds a gene model that con-Candidate Evaluation r Clustering I Figure 1 : GRAIL gene recognition system tains as many good-scoring exon candidates as possible from the pool of candidates. Figure 1 illustrates the structure of the GRAIL gene recognition system. The system first generates all possible exon candidates that start with a putative translation start or acceptor junction and end with a putative donor junction or a stop codon. Four types of candidates are generated] i.e., starting, internal] terminal] and candidates that start with a putative translation start and end with a stop codon (we call them single exon candidates, corresponding to genes with only one exon). The system then eliminates the vast majority of the improbable candidates using a set of heuristic rules, each of which defines some necessary condition for a true exon. The surviving candidates are evaluated for the degree of correctness for being a true exon by a pre-trained neural network system. A clustering procedure divides the scored candidates into groups, each of which corresponds to one putative exon (but with different edge assumptions). The exon prediction (prior to gene modeling) is made by selecting the highest scoring candidate from each group. Using the clustered exon candidates] the GRAIL gene model construction module builds a "best" gene model by solving a constraint combinatorial optimization problem.
We have adopted this framework of GRAIL in designing a new system, Drosophila GRAIL, for Drosophila gene recognition. Under this framework] we have (1) implemented new algorithms to recognize translation starts, acceptor and donor splice junctions of Drosophila sequences, (2) revised the GRAIL coding recognition algorithms in accordance with the Drosophila sequence data, (3) developed a set of heuristic rules to define a probuble exon candidate] and (4) designed and trained neural networks for exon recognition.
Coding potentials are measured by a hexamer framedependent preference algorithm [2, 31 and a nonhomogeneous 2nd order Markov chain-based algorithm [l, 31. A total of 129 Drosophila sequences, consisting of 441 coding exons and 216358 coding bases, were extracted from GenBank (release # 82.0) and used to generate the statistical matrices for both algorithms. Splice junctions (and translation starts) are recognized using position-dependent dinucleotide statistical matrices. DNA segments from the flanking regions of splice junctions (or translation starts) were extracted from the 129 Drosophila sequences to generate these matrices.
Performance comparisons have been made between Drosophila GRAIL and the Drosophila-specific Genefinder program (Phil Green and L. Hillier, unpublished results), a gene prediction system that has been used extensively in the C. elegans genome project [4] , Genefinder uses several organism-specific tables in making its predictions. We constructed these tables for Genefinder using the same set of sequences used for training Drosophila GRAIL. On 30 independent test sequences extracted from GenBank (release # 84.0), Drosophila GRAIL compares favorably to Genefinder.
Methods

Exon Recognition Module
As in any pattern recognition problem, to recognize exons we need to find a set of features that are associated with exons, and to design an effective method to discriminate exons from non-exonic regions based on these features. Three types of information are used in our exon discrimination process. They are statistical measures of frequencies of different "vocabularies", like hexamers, in exons versus non-exonic regions; statistical measures of edge signals for splicing sites and translation starts; and measures of domain information including local G/C composition and the size of a candidate. The first type measures the coding potential of an exon candidate, the second measures the possibility of an exon candidate having correct boundaries, and the third provides information to the discrimination process in evaluating the significance of the coding scores and edge signal scores.
The exon recognition algorithm uses a hybrid artificial intelligence system which combines heuristic methods] neural networks and a clustering algorithm. The following gives the detail of the four main steps of the algorithm.
Step 1. Candidate pool generation Several thousand candidates are typically generated for a sequence of 10 kb long.
Step 2. Feature recognition and filtering
The vast majority of the initial exon candidates are very unlikely to represent actual coding regions. We eliminate most of these using a set of simple heuristic rules, resulting in a much smaller and hence simpler set of candidates which the neural networks in Step 3 are trained to evaluate. Each of the rules is defined in terms of the "recognized" coding and edge signals, and defines some necessary conditions for a probable exon candidate. Failing any one of these conditions results in the elimination of the candidate.
Step 2.1. Feature recognition Two types of features are recognized in the system. They are the coding potential of a candidate region and the edge signals of a candidate.
Coding potential recognition
The coding potential of a candidate is measured by two methods. They are the frame-dependent hexamer preference method [2, 31 and a 2"d order nonhomogeneous Markov chain model [l, 31. The former measures the coding potential by comparing the a priori probabilities of the hexamers appearing in coding regions and non-coding regions while the latter, in essence, measures the coding potential similarly but using trimers and based on different hypotheses about the DNA sequences (Markov model treats a DNA sequence as a stochastic process). For each candidate, the two methods measure its coding potential using a single window tailored to the candidate region.
To fully utilize the information available under this scheme, we also measure the coding potential of the two 50-base regions adjacent to a candidate. The rationale is that a true exon should receive high coding scores within it but low scores in the regions surrounding it. This extra piece of information not only helps to eliminate false candidates, but also helps to measure the degree of correctness of a partially correct candidate in Step 3.
Splice junction recognition
Splice acceptor and donor junctions are recognized by a simple position-dependent dimer preference algorithm, respectively. The algorithm evaluates every possible splice junction (satisfying the minimum requirements for a splice junction given in Step 1) for the possibility of being a true splicing site, using a dimer preference matrix obtained from where P,(aiai+l) denotes the preference value of dimer ajai+l (the log ratio of frequencies of ajai+l appearing in the ith position of a splice junction region versus in bulk DNA) of in position i.
Translation start recognition
The translation start recognition algorithm is a 2-step process. It evaluates the potential translation starts (an ATG is the minimum requirement) for the possibility of being a true translation start by first filtering out the improbable candidates and then evaluating the remaining ones with a neural network. A position-dependent dimer preference algorithm similar to the above is used to do the filtering. Segments of 15-bases long surrounding all ATG's from position -7 to position +7 (the ATG is in positions 0, +1, +2) are extracted. The normalized frequencies of each of the 16 possible dimers from the true and false translation start samples are used to calculate the preference matrix.
For each potential translation start site 0-7 ... a+7, the following function is used to measure its possibility of being a true translation start:
where Pi(aiai+l) is the preference value of dimer aiai+l in position i . Threshold P ( ) 2 0 is used to filter out "false" translation starts.
The remaining translation start candidates are evaluated by a trained neural network. The neural net takes the Pj(ajaj+l)'s as input and outputs a value between 0 and 1, indicating the possibility as a true translation start. The net has 12 input nodes, a hidden layer with 2 nodes, and one output node. The neural network was trained using 136 true and over 1000 false translation starts.
Step 2.2. Application of heuristic rules A total of 15 rules are currently used in the system. All the rules are derived from existing knowledge and the statistical analysis of the training set.
On average, application of the heuristic rules eliminates over 95% of the initial candidates. About 2 -3% of the true exons are lost at this step. Among the candidates that passed the rules, only about 15% are false candidates. As a result of applying the rules, the exon discrimination problem for the neural networks in
Step 3 is greatly simplified.
Step 3. Candidate evaluation
Recognized features are combined by a set of neural networks in evaluating a candidate for possibility of being a true exon. The exon evaluation algorithm uses four feed-forward neural networks, which have been trained using a back-propagation algorithm, to evaluate the degree of correctness of an exon candidate, for each type of exon, respectively. In the current implementation, we use the following features associated with a candidate in the neural network evaluation (we use the internal exon candidate evaluation as an example; solutions to the other cases are similar).
Coding signals: A total of six coding scores are used in the neural network evaluation. They are framedependent hexamer scores for the candidate and the two 50-base regions surrounding it, and the nonhomogeneous 2nd order Markov chain scores for the candidate and its two 50-base surrounding regions.
Edge signals: Both the potential acceptor and donor scores obtained above are used in the neural network evaluation process.
Supporting informaiion: Some extra information is used in the evaluation process mainly to help in evaluating the significance of above scores. These biascorrection parameters include the G /C composition of a 2,000-base region centered around the candidate, the G/C composition of the candidate itself, and the the size of the candidate.
As stated in
Step 2, most of the candidates that have passed the heuristic rules are partially correct, i.e., they overlap the corresponding exons in the same translation frames. So the main goal of the neural network evaluation is to score the partial correctness (defined by the following matching function) of a candidate. To train the neural network, a simple matching function M ( ) is used to represent the correspondence of a given candidate with the actual exon(s):
where Ci mi is the total number of bases of the candidate that overlap some actual exons (in the same translation frame), and C j size(exonj) is the total length of all the exons that overlap the candidate. Using such a function helps "teach" the neural network to discriminate between candidates with different degrees of overlap with actual exon(s).
The neural network for evaluating internal exon candidates is a feed-forward network with two hidden layers. It has 11 input nodes and 1 output node. The first hidden layer has 7 nodes and the second one has 3. The network is trained to score a given set of 11 parameters between 0 and 1, with 1 intending to represent a perfect match with a true exon. The system is trained using a total of about 2,000 actual exons, partially correct exon candidates and false candidates.
Step 4. Clustering of candidates and exon prediction
The candidates scored by the neural networks form a set of "clusters" of overlapping candidates. In the ideal situation, each cluster would correspond to one actual exon. However, as shown in Figure 2 (a), in sequences with long open reading frames, one cluster may cover a region corresponding to more than one exon. The goal of this step is to divide such a "cluster" into smaller groups so that each group has a better one-to-one correspondence with a single exon. Figure 2 (b) shows that centers of the candidates form groups that have better one-to-one correspondence with actual exons. We have implemented the following algorithm that separates each natural "cluster" into one or more groups using the centers of the candidates. The algorithm has the following two steps. e Separate Step: Divides each "natural" cluster into smaller groups so an objective function is optimized. Merge
Step: Selects the highest scoring candidate from each group, and merges any groups which have their highest scoring candidates overlapping. The Separate
Step divides candidates' centers into groups so that the distance between two adjacent groups is "significantly" larger than the average distance between adjacent centers within each group, and the total number of groups formed from the "clus ter" is "reasonably small". Specifically, it uses two application-specific parameters R and G, and guarantees the ratio of the distance between two adjacent groups and the average distance between two adjacent centers within each group to be bigger than R , and the number of partitioned groups to be less than G.
The algorithm finds a partition of the "cluster" that satisfies these conditions and furthermore minimizes the sum of the average distances between two adjacent centers of all groups.
After clustering, the system selects the highest scoring candidate from each cluster as its prediction of the putative exon (prior to gene modeling).
Gene Model Construction Module
The gene model construction module builds a single gene model in a specified DNA region using the predicted exon candidates. The goal of the gene model construction is to linearly append the predicted exons in such a way that a series of constraints are satisfied. These constraints include the following: (1) adjacent exons in the gene model are reading-frame compatible to each other; (2) the distance between two adjacent exons is bigger than some given constant -the minimum intron size; (3) no in-frame stop codons are formed when appending two adjacent exons; (4) the gene model optimizes a predefined objective function.
Statement of the problem
For an exon E, left(E) and right(E) denote the indices of E's left and right edges, respectively. frame(E) denotes the reading frame of E . Each exon E has a non-negative score p(E), which is the neural net score of E . Two nonoverlapping exon candidates E1 and E2, with El preceding E2, are said to be reading-frame compatible with each other if there is a putative donor to the right of E1 and a putative acceptor to the left of E2, and frame(E2) = (left(E2)-right(El)+frame(El)) mod 3. A series of non-overlapping exons El, E2, ..., En, with Ei preceding Ei+l, forms a partial gene model if (1)
We first give a few definitions.
Ei and Ei+l are reading-frame compatible, (2) no inframe stop codon is formed when appending Ei and Ei+l, (3) left(Ei+l) -right(Ei) 1 K , where I< is the minimum intron size and has value 50 in Drosophila GRAIL.
Let {C,, C2, ..., Cm} be a set of clusters and Ci contain a number of exon candidates. Our goal is to select a set of non-overlapping exon candidates El, Ez, ..., E,, at most one from each cluster, to form a partial gene model that maximizes the following function:
where P(Ci) is a penalty factor, which has maximum score of the exons from cluster Ci if no exon from Ci is included in the gene model otherwise it is zero; P, and Pt are fixed positive values when the gene model is missing the starting exon and terminal exon, respectively, otherwise they are zeros.
Dynamic programming algorithm
A dynamic programming algorithm is used to solve the optimization problem defined above. The algorithm scans through clusters from left to right until it exhausts all the clusters.
For each cluster, the algorithm builds (at most) 18 best (in the sense of maximizing the above objective function) partial gene models that end with exon candidates from this cluster, based on the best partial gene models which end with exon candidates of the previous clusters, counted from left to right. When extending a current partial gene model to the right to include one more exon, the algorithm checks if the conditions for a partial gene model are satisfied. By doing so, the algorithm builds the best partial gene model in a time proportional to the product of the total number of exons and the number of clusters.
To check if the conditions for a partial gene model are satisfied when extending gene models from left to right, some information needs to be provided about the reading frames and ending edges of (the last exons of) the previous models. We do this as follows. For each cluster under consideration, we construct a best partial gene model that ends with an exon candidate of this cluster for each of the following situations. The exon candidate could be in reading frame a E (0, 1,2} and its right edge modulo 3 could be in any codon position p E (0, l, 2) . To also take into consideration the possibility of forming an in-frame stop codon when appending two adjacent exons, we distinguish the following situations for each possible a and p. Let
When V = 0 the exon could end with a T or non-T letter, and when ' D = 1 , the exon could end with bases TA, TG, or any other doublet. It is shown [6] that considering all these 18 possible situations provides sufficient and necessary information for the gene model construction algorithm. We refer the reader to [6] for more details of the dynamic programming algorithm. Figure 3 lists four examples of the Drosophila GRAIL exon recognition and gene modeling modules.
Results and Discussion
129 Drosophila sequences were extracted from the GenBank (release # 82.0) to build the statistical matrices and to train the neural networks. On the training set the system has located 90% of the exons and 97% of the coding message, with 7% falsely predicted exons and 5% falsely predicted message. On an independent test set (GenBank release # 84.0) containing 30 Drosophila sequences, the performance of the system is statistically similar to the one on the training set. It recognizes 90% of the exons and 96% of coding message with 6% falsely predicted exons and 7% false message.
The performance of the system is evaluated in greater detail below. Table I summarizes the performance of the splice junction recognition algorithms on the 129 training sequences. Each possible splice junction is scored and the score is normalized into a range from -10 to +lo.
where # and % denote the total number in that category and percentage of the number with respect to the total number, respectively.
As can be seen from Table I , by using a threshold 0, the splice junction recognition algorithms eliminate 96% (23265/24160) of the false donors and 90% (11358/12253) of the false acceptors from the initial splice junction candidate pool. Among the 1188 donor candidates that pass the threshold 293 (25%) are real donors, and among the 1889 acceptor candidates 284 (15%) are real. Though these numbers show that we are still far from solving the splice junction recognition problem much better recognition is achieved during the definition of probable exon candidates, which Table I   True   87  32  32  32  34  31  14  17 Table I1 gives the prediction results of the first step of this 2-step process. The neural network in the second step improves upon this slightly. Table I11 summarizes the performance of the exon recognition algorithm on the 129 training sequences. Exons are divided into four categories: starting, internal, terminal and single exons. Among the 115 starting exons, 21 of them are 20 bases or shorter, which may have also contributed to the relatively poor performance of the system on the starting exons.
The gene model construction module builds a single gene model from a given set of cluster of exon candidates. In cases where a DNA sequence has more than one gene we have manually divided the sequence into pieces so that each piece contains one gene. Table IV summarizes the performance of the gene model construction module on the combined set of test and training sequences. As can be seen from the table, the false positive rates went down and the edge accuracy went up significantly while the true negative rate went up compared to the prediction of the exon recognition module. This is the result of mainly two things. The enforcement of reading-frame compatibility in a gene model reduces the false positive rate but also slightly reduces the true positive rate. The main cause for the Table I1 I True s t a r t s I False s t a r t s I reduction of true positive rate in the gene model prediction is from the incorrect exon type prediction, e.g., a starting exon may be predicted as an internal exon due both to a weak translation start signal and a false acceptor signal in the 5' region of the exon. This type of false prediction results in the two predicted exon candidates being not reading-frame compatible.
Comparisons have been conducted between Drosophila GRAIL exon recognition module and Genefinder (the Drosophila-specific version). Table V summarizes the performance of the two programs on the 129 training sequences and 30 test sequences, respectively. The training set contains 441 exons, 216358 coding bases and 271178 non-coding bases, and the test set contains 104 exons, 47083 coding bases and 64391 non-coding bases. We have set some of the Genefinder's parameters in such a way that the true positive rate of its prediction is comparable to Drosophila GRAIL'S prediction. As can be seen from Table V, Genefinder gives a higher false positive rate when the two systems true positive rates are about the same.
In conclusion, we have used the framework of the GRAIL gene recognition system to build a new system for recognizing genes on Drosophila sequences. The preliminary test results indicated the potential useful- 
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where B, and B n are the numbers of coding and non-coding bases, respectively, and T P and FP are number correctly predicted and falsely predicted coding bases, respectively. ness in locating genes in anonymous Drosophila DNA sequences.
The system will be available through both an email server and a client/server program XGRAIL at ORNL. For more information send e-mail to grailmail@ornl.gov.
